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ABSTRACT

Groundwater transport in crystalline rocks follows pathways along fractured zones because of low

primary porosity and permeability in such formations. Fractured systems encompass an imbricated set

of joints and fractures with different lengths, apertures and orientations resulting in complex

permeable systems with heterogeneous groundwater transport properties. Geophysical well logging

has proved effectiveness in detecting depth levels with denser fracture distributions as well as the

apparent aperture of fractures contributing to groundwater flow. In many cases, the extension

spanned by a fracture network cannot be directly inferred because it may extend beyond the radius of

investigation of common well logging probes, thus preventing quantitative estimation of critical length

for lateral extension a connected fractured system may have. Here we apply a percolation theory

model to estimate the critical length as inferred from the linear density of fracture distribution

observed at the borehole wall with an optical imaging probe. Our results are analyzed with electrical

well logging data (normal resistivity and single-point resistance) cross borehole slug tests using a set of

three boreholes. A critical length of 3.9 m was inferred with a percolation model which revealed

consistency with the cross borehole slug tests from two wells situated 10 m and 30 m in the vicinity of

the monitored borehole. Our results suggest the utility of inferring critical percolation lengths from

fracture parameters obtained using standard well logging imaging techniques with potential

applications to evaluate groundwater resources, characterize contaminated sites and provide

geotechnical information for works in fractured formations.

INTRODUCTION

Crystalline igneous and metamorphic hard rocks

are usually associated with low primary porosity and

permeability such that water or contaminant move-

ment in these natural geological formations is condi-

tioned by the transmissivity and extension of

connected fractured zones. Fluid flow regime in hard

rock terrains is relevant in many hydrogeological

investigations such as to evaluate groundwater well

productivity for public supply (Boutt et al., 2010;

Boisson et al., 2015), feasibility of underground

nuclear waste repositories (Karasaki et al., 2000),

water inflow into tunnel constructions (Stumm et al.,

2007) and other subsurface mining or civil engineer-

ing projects. Borehole geophysics are commonly used

in fractured rock investigations because well logging

techniques allow measuring different physical prop-

erties along the well (fluid temperature and electrical

conductivity, natural gamma ray radiation, electrical

resistivity, single-point resistance, acoustic wave travel

speed, etc.) that are useful to characterize properties

of geological formations intercepted by the well

(Keys, 1990).

One commonly used logging technique is the

direct imaging of the borehole wall with optical or

acoustical probes allowing a quantitative fracture

analysis as it is done in structural geology with

outcrops. Borehole wall imaging can distinguish active

and sealed fractures (Shapiro, 2001), evaluate the

fracture transmissivity when integrated with adequate

pumping tests (Hamm et al., 2007) or hydraulic head

estimates from monitoring electrokinetic signals after

pumping a well (Kowalski et al., 2021). Image logs also

allow predetermination of depths of interest for

selective measurements with flowmeter probes (Wil-

liams and Paillet, 2002) to detect potential fractures as

a nearby well is pumped (Vitale et al., 2019). In

addition to pumping tests, dilution tests (Collins and

Bianchi, 2020) and cross borehole slug tests (Audouin

and Bodin, 2008) can be monitored to identify

connected systems. Most procedures inferring frac-

ture extension and connectivity length are based on

well-testing, thus requiring a set of well-distributed

boreholes and expensive field work.
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We present a field study using optical and

electrical well logging techniques to evaluate what is

termed as percolation threshold for a fractured

medium by using as input the linear density of

fractures, a parameter that common imaging probes

for borehole walls may provide (Fig. 1). For this

evaluation we used a statistical model proposed by

Bour and Davy (1997) which is based on the

percolation theory (Broadbent and Hammersley,

1957). The concept of percolation threshold stands

for the minimum length an element of a physical

system must have to develop a connected pathway

across the medium. For fractured systems, this can be

associated with length of fractures allowing a contin-

uous flow line across rock mass (Berkowitz, 1995;

Berkowitz, 2002). Statistical analysis of the percolation

threshold has been applied to characterize fractured

basalt layers in the oceanic crust (Zimmermann et al.,

2005) but, to our knowledge, not applied in rock mass

evaluation for geotechnical or groundwater studies.

In the following sections, we present basic

information about the percolation theory as applied

to groundwater problems, to then describe a field test

in which the percolation threshold is estimated from

conventional well logging techniques and analyzed by

cross borehole slug testing while monitoring water

head variations in all three boreholes.

Percolation Threshold

The percolation theory was introduced by Broad-

bent and Hammersley (1957) when comparing per-

colation processes with diffusion phenomena. Since

then, percolation theory has been applied to study a

variety of media presenting low transport properties

with transmissivities conditioned by random distribu-

tions in its conductive elements (Stauffer and Aharony,

1992) with many applications in petrophysical models

(Gueguen and Dienes, 1989; Balberg et al., 1991;

Ozkaya and Mattner, 2003). As shown in Fig. 2, the

principles of the percolation theory can be illustrated

by considering a two-dimensional matrix where each

element can be randomly occupied with probability p

or empty with 1 � p, where p ¼ 1 means that every

element of the matrix is occupied. In such represen-

tation, there is a limit for probability p after which

occupied elements of the matrix are connected and

develop a continuous path across media. A connected

pathway is commonly referred to as ‘‘backbone’’ and
defines a characteristic length for the underlying

transport phenomena. Bellow this critical limit, known

as ‘‘percolation threshold’’ or probability pC, the

chance of a fracture belonging to the backbone is

null (Bunde and Kantelhardt, 2005). This means that

only above this characteristic limit a transport process

can be regarded as feasible in such a medium (no

connected pathway below this limit) which in the

field of hydraulics is related to the concept of effective

porosity.

A formulation to apply percolation theory to

characterize fractured systems in hydrological studies

was developed by Bour and Davy (1997). Their

formulation represents a fractured rock mass as a

two-dimensional network with discrete fractures of

same length l randomly distributed in terms of

orientation. The critical probability associated to this

idealized fractured system can be determined as

qc ¼
Nl2

A
¼ kAl

2 ð1Þ

where N is the total number of fractures, and A is the

area spanned by the fracture network. Parameter kA¼
N/A then expresses the surface density for the

fractures. A correspondent linear density of fractures

Figure 1 Example of image from a borehole sitting in crystalline
rock obtained using an optical televiewer probe. Depth interval
between 55.0 to 56.3 m where red traces are interpretations of
structures intercepted by the borehole which allow to determine the
depth, orientation, inclination and visual aperture of fractures, as
well as the linear fracture density.
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can be defined as kL ¼ n/zw, by assuming that n

fractures are observed along a straight line of length

zw, such as in a borehole. By assuming a power law

fracture length distribution where lL is the mean

length, the surface and linear fracture densities are

coupled (Zimmermann et al., 2005) as

2

p
kAlL � kL � kAlL ð2Þ

The lower limit in this relationship accounts for a

fractured system with fractures randomly distributed

in terms of directions, meanwhile the upper limit

represents a distribution with coplanar fractures.

According to relationships 1 and 2, the lower

boundary for the percolation threshold is

qc ¼
2

p
kAlL � kLlL ð3Þ

as such associated to a measurable parameter one can

obtain from exposed bed rocks or in boreholes. By

assuming a system with randomly distributed frac-

tures, the percolation parameter pc can be analytically

determined as equal to 5.6 (Bour and Davy, 1997).

Considering then lc ’ lL the critical length then can

be determined as a function of kL as

lc ¼
5:6

kL
ð4Þ

Equation 4 is a nodal point justifying the applica-

tion of borehole imaging to determine linear fracture

density for inferences about critical length of perco-

lation associated with the unknown medium under

test. Determination of critical length lc provides means

to estimate the radius of influence of the borehole,

i.e., the distance from the borehole at which the

water table isn’t affected when the borehole is

pumped, and is needed when calculating individual

fracture transmissivity from well logging data (Day-

Lewis et al., 2011; Barbosa et al., 2020).

Well Logging Techniques

This section describes well logging techniques we

used to determine the percolation parameter from a

field test, and auxiliary techniques to analyze our

results. Well logging optical imaging of the borehole

wall (OPTV—Optical Borehole Televiewer) allows

identification of the main fractured zones as well as

quantitative inferences about the apparent aperture

and structural parameters (strike and dip angle) for

specific fractures (Williams and Johnson, 2004). The

term ‘‘apparent aperture’’ is usually employed to

describe the visual aperture identified from an imaging

probe of the borehole wall, which may differ from the

effective hydraulic aperture.

The OPTV method uses a digital camera installed

in a logging probe, with a light source to make

complete imaging of the borehole wall. A triaxial

magnetometer and a set of inclinometers provide the

camera with a reference positioning frame, necessary

to compute dip and azimuth for features in the

borehole wall, used as input to the fracture traces

recorded in the digital images. High-resolution optical

imaging of the borehole wall requires empty or clean

water filled boreholes, although in the latter case it is

possible to use acoustical imaging logging (Williams

and Johnson, 2004).

Measurements of electrical resistivity or single-

point resistance can be used to characterize specific

fractures or fractured zones as a function of the

borehole depth. The resistivity logging method (Keys,

1990), usually acquired with the ‘‘normal resistivity’’
array in common groundwater probes, employs a pair

of electrodes to inject direct current (DC) into the

medium meanwhile measuring the electrical potential

established in response. The normal resistivity, Ra

(ohm.m) is evaluated as

Ra ¼
U

I
AM ð5Þ

Figure 2 Representation of percolation limits in a medium where each element has a probability (p) of being occupied by a fracture or empty (1�
p). Black circles indicate fractures isolated or connected to small networks, and white circles indicate fractures connected to a network of flow
through the whole media. From left to right, as probability p increases, chances of developing a connected fracture network also increases. When
the percolation threshold is reached at pC¼ 0.59, fractures develop a connected pathway which spans the whole system allowing flow between its
boundaries (Adapted from Bunde and Kantelhardt, 2005).
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where I is the electrical current (A) applied at an

electrode A mounted at the probe and U the potential

difference (V) between a potential electrode M also

mounted at the probe with respect to a reference

electrode at the ground surface. The distance AM

accounts for the separation (m) between electrodes A

and M at the probe. Common resistivity probes carry

multiple electrodes allowing dual AM values equal to

64 and 16 inches, for simultaneous measurements of

‘‘normal resistivity’’ N64 and N16, respectively. A

deeper volume of investigation (distance with respect

to the borehole axis) is obtained with the larger N64

array, on the other hand a higher resolution for

localized fractures is provided by the short N16 array.

The same set of current electrodes is used to evaluate

the single point resistance (SPR) logging. As one of the

current electrodes is fixed at the ground surface, the

variations in SPR (ohms) with depth thus express the

variation occurring in medium properties down the

well. In fractured media, SPR shows higher sensitivity

to subtle resistivity variations due to fractures, joints

and contacts if compared with standard normal

resistivity outputs (Keys, 1990). The resistance values

in the SPR profile are conditioned by probe specifica-

tions (e.g., electrode size) or borehole conditions

(e.g., water conductivity) not allowing a quantitative

characterization in terms of resistivity properties for

the intercepted formations.

Information regarding hydraulic parameters in

fractured media can be collected with pumping and

injection tests while monitoring water head variations

in the tested well and/or a set of nearby wells. Cross

borehole pumping can be employed to monitor

interference between boreholes and evaluate critical

lengths for connected fractures (Paillet, 2013). Water

level variations, may however, show interfering effects

from changes in the atmospheric pressure (Furbish,

1991), tidal fluctuations (Rojstaczer and Riley, 1990),

and long-term hydrological variations (Mukherjee et

al., 2017), in some cases compromising data interpre-

tation to determine fracture connectivity.

Percolation Threshold Determination

A field test was conducted at CSSG - Controlled

Site for Shallow Geophysics, of IAG-USP (Porsani et al.,

2004), where three boreholes (P1, P2 and P3) with

diameters of 4 inches were drilled to 80 m depth (Fig.

3). From the surface and down to 50–55 m deep in all

boreholes the local geology is composed by sedimen-

tary clayey and sandstone layers of the Cenozoic São

Paulo Basin. Below the sedimentary pack there is a

transition zone with fractured and partially weathered

Figure 3 Test site showing a set of three boreholes P1, P2 and P3. Geophysical logs were performed in borehole P2 while slug tests were carried out
in all three boreholes. Distance between P2 – P1 and P2 – P3 are 10 m and 30 m, respectively (Adapted from Porsani et al., 2004).
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gneissic rocks, gradually grading to hard fresh rocks

with depth. The boreholes are cased along the

sedimentary section and left uncased (open well) at

the resistant hard rock in the deeper sections. For this

study, the fracture analysis was only along the uncased

interval of well P2.

Well logging studies were developed in borehole

P2, situated between wells P1 and P3. As shown in

Table 1, a set of 32 fractures were identified from

OPTV imaging of the 20 m open section of borehole

P2 with apparent apertures varying from undistin-

guishable up to a few centimeters. A full image for P2

borehole is presented in Kowalski et al. (2021).

Among all 32 identified fractures in borehole P2,

only four of them (~12%) have apertures over one

centimeter, suggesting that such isolated open frac-

tures could be the most contributing zones for water

circulation. The SPR, N64 and N16 normal resistivity

logs of borehole P2 are presented in Fig. 4, along with

the depth of fractures with wider apertures identified

in the OPTV log.

As in Fig. 4, the resistivity of the gneissic basement

(open borehole interval from 55 to 75 meters) shows

Table 1 Fractures identified by OPTV imaging in borehole P2 with respective azimuths and apertures. Apertures not able to be assessed by visual
interpretation were set as zero. Only 4 out of 32 fractures showed apertures larger than one centimeter.

Depth (m) Azimuth and dip Aperture (cm) Depth (m) Azimuth and dip Aperture (cm)

54.006 N016, 25.4� 0 62.687 N028, 11.5� 0

54.605 N358, 23.3� 0 62.690 N025, 11.1� 0.29

54.619 N003, 36.1� 1.26 63.523 N354, 21.8� 0

54.799 N012, 22.5� 0 64.889 N000, 13.7� 0

56.224 N343, 8.9� 0 64.903 N012, 18.7� 1.35

56.246 N018, 14.1� 2.21 70.425 N004, 23.8� 0

57.879 N076, 83.8� 0 70.426 N003, 24.0� 0.11

58.268 N355, 31.3� 0 71.196 N270, 30.9� 0

58.984 N339, 34.0� 0 71.272 N313, 16.9� 0

59.268 N354, 31.5� 0 74.245 N082, 10.2� 0

60.121 N016, 15.3� 0 74.248 N081, 10.8� 0.30

60.133 N009, 19.5� 1.18 74.309 N175, 77.4� 0

61.502 N026, 8.8� 0 74.393 N073, 77.1� 0

62.240 N345, 11.3� 0 74.393 N069, 77.3� 0

62.676 N355, 16.1� 0.10 75.524 N284, 37.5� 0

62.677 N009, 19.7� 0 75.527 N282, 37.5� 0.21

Figure 4 Well logging results for borehole P2: (a) fractures with centimeter-scale apertures, at depths 54, 56, 60 and 65 meters, identified from
OPTV imaging of the borehole wall; (b) long (dashed line) and short (solid line) normal resistivity measurements; and (c) single-point resistance
log (Adapted from Kowalski, 2017).
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increasing values with depth, distinguished by a

staircase-like response limited by sharper variations

at depths with open fractures. This behavior is clearly

observed in SPR and N16 resistivity, both loggings

providing higher resolution of fractures and contacts.

Such variations can be related to fractures with

centimeter wide apertures at the depths of 54.6,

56.2, 60.1 and 65.0 m. In summary, all fractures in

Table 1 with wider apertures show association with

sharper resistivity and resistance variations. An excep-

tion is the N16 and SPR variations centered at the

depth of 74 m in P2, which is associated with an

enriched vein with potassic feldspar, usually more

susceptible to jointing and weathering, thus lowering

the values in the resistivity and resistance profiles.

According to Equation 3, the percolation thresh-

old can be estimated accounting that 32 fractures

were recognized in the open borehole interval with

length zw ¼ 22.5 m. This gives a linear density kL of

1.42 fractures per meter and, according to equation 4

a critical length lc ¼ 5.6/1.42 ¼ 3.9 m. This critical

length can be interpreted in different ways, either by

considering it as a characteristic length that a

connected flowline can travel continuously across

the medium or, according to approximation lc ’ lL

that the mean value for the fracture length distribu-

tion is equal to 3.9 m. In both interpretations, such a

short range of influence would indicate that a well

completed into massive hard rock would lack any

longer range connectivity to nearby wells, such as P1

and P3 at the test site, with lateral distances of 10 m

and 20 m, respectively.

Comparison of Percolation Threshold and Cross
Borehole Slug Test Results

Cross borehole slug tests (Audoin and Bodin,

2008) were carried out intending to verify the

connectivity of well P2 with nearby wells P1 and P3

(Fig. 5). For this purpose, a mechanical slug causing a

displacement of 80 cm was inserted into one

borehole while the water level was monitored in all

three boreholes using Solinstt Levelogger Junior

(F30, M10) pressure transducers with readings every

one second. After a period of about three hours and

thirty minutes the slug was removed from the

borehole and the water levels were monitored for

another long period. This procedure was repeated for

all three boreholes.

As shown in Fig. 5, no water head variations

appear as a result of the induced pressure gradient

generated by insertion/removal of the slug in all

three boreholes, indicating there is no connectivity

between them. This result corroborates the estima-

tion of a short critical range spanned by the fractures

intercepted by borehole P2. Also, from slug test data

obtained in all three boreholes, it was possible to

evaluate their transmissivities using the Bower and

Rice (1976) solution which account for an homoge-

neous and isotropic aquifer and quasi-steady state

flow by neglecting aquifer storativity. Using software

AQTESOLVt transmissivities (m2/s) of 1.6 3 10E�7,
5.4 3 10E�8, and 3.3 3 10E�7, were found for

boreholes P1, P2 and P3, respectively, which is also in

agreement with the low connectivity expected

between the boreholes.

Figure 5 Cross borehole slug tests (a), (b), and (c), conducted at
boreholes P1 (black line), P2 (red line) and P3 (blue line),
respectively. Water level measurements were taken using automatic
pressure transducers with readings every one second. These tests
indicate no connection between all three boreholes when the slug
is inserted or removed.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study illustrates how imaging logs can be

used to evaluate the critical percolation parameter in

boreholes within crystalline rocks which showed

consistency with the response of cross borehole slug

tests in nearby boreholes, fracture properties ob-

served in electrical well-logging and apparent aper-

tures obtained from optical imaging. The percolation

parameter can be evaluated from computing the linear

fracture density observed along the well, as recorded

by the OPTV imaging of the borehole wall. For the

tested well a percolation threshold of 3.9 m was

found, which indicated low fracture connectivity

which was observed when analyzing cross borehole

slug tests results. As computed from OPTV imaging,

most of the observed fractures are tightly closed with

only a few of them (4 out of 32) showing apparent

apertures greater than 1 cm. The steadily increasing

resistivity with depth is consistent with massive,

poorly fractured hard rock gneiss, as such bearing

fractures with limited extension. Also, the slug tests

provided estimates of each borehole transmissivity,

with values of 1.6 3 10E�7 m2/s, 5.4 3 10E�8 m2/s,

and 3.3 3 10E�7 m2/s, for boreholes P1, P2 and P3,

respectively, indicative of low connectivity boreholes.

Despite the simplicity, where this statistical model

assumes a random fracture distribution and properties

of fractured rock with isotropic patterns, we conclude

that the percolation threshold it provides is consistent

with available data. More important is that such

relevant parameter conditioning hydraulic transmis-

sivities can easily be obtained from standard well-

logging data, which may find applications in many site

characterization problems to evaluate groundwater

resources or in support to geotechnical investigations.

For our case, under the assumptions made, a

fracture length of at least 3.9 m is necessary to

establish a macroscopic hydraulically permeable frac-

ture network. This initially unknown parameter is

substantial for the construction of 2D stochastic

networks and simulation of hydraulic flow. With this

lower limit, the number of plausible 2D stochastic

networks can be restricted.
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